
What Would Life in 
America be Like 

Without a                 
Constitution? 

 

A War Without a Formal Declaration.                  

A “Patriot Act” That Destroys Our Rights.               

A Tax System With NO Legal Authority.       

A Currency Based Upon Limitless Debt.  

A Privately Owned Central Bank. 

A Government That Refuses to Answer.  
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Last summer, Bob Schulz went on a Last summer, Bob Schulz went on a   
33--week hunger strike, risking death, to get week hunger strike, risking death, to get 
the IRS and DOJ to answer a Petition for the IRS and DOJ to answer a Petition for 
Redress directly challenging the legal         Redress directly challenging the legal         
authority for the federal income tax and authority for the federal income tax and 
the legal jurisdiction of the IRS. the legal jurisdiction of the IRS.   
  
After formally agreeing to publicly After formally agreeing to publicly   
provide official answers, both IRS and DOJ provide official answers, both IRS and DOJ 
reneged on their formal agreementreneged on their formal agreement.      .        
  
To this day, the legal charges remain To this day, the legal charges remain   
unansweredunanswered by the US Government. by the US Government.  
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It’s Time to Defend  

Our Constitution 

The Constitution is all that stands  
between the People and total            
government tyranny and despotism. It 
is a set of principles meant to restrain 
our servant government and        
guarantee the protection of the     
People’s unalienable rights.  
 
The Constitution does not defend 
itself.  We, the American People, 
must defend it. 
 
If and when the institutions of the 
Congress and the Courts fail to      
protect the People from tyrannical 
acts, the People must rely on the 1st 
Amendment’s guarantee of our          
unalienable right to Petition for       
Redress of Grievances and the     
government’s obligation to respond.  
 
Freedom Drive 2002 is a nationwide 
event to get the People to recognize 
the wisdom and importance of our 
Right to Petition for Redress and how 
to use this right as both a shield — 
and a sword — against a government 
that steps outside the boundaries the 
People have drawn around its power. www.GiveMeLiberty.org 

Bob Schulz is Chairman of  
We The People Congress  

 2458 Ridge Road, Queensbury,  NY 12804 
518.656.3578 

“Enough is Enough.”  
This November, All Roads 

Lead to Washington. 

Freedom Drive began on October 7, 
2002 with the posting of four Petitions 
for Redress of Grievances on our 
website. Thousands of signatures 
have already been affixed to these 
Petitions.  
 
On November 7, the Petitions will be 
served on all 535 members of      
Congress and the President.  
 
On November 8, the People will    
begin to caravan from the West Coast 
to Washington DC. The caravan will 
grow in numbers as it approaches  
Washington. 
 
On Thursday, November 14th,    
People from all over the country will 
drive into DC and peaceably          
assemble at noon at the Washington      
Monument to await the government’s 
responses.  
 
If the government fails to respond, the 
People will be justified in taking 
stronger measures to bring the      
government back under the control of 
the People and the Constitution.  

Sign the Petitions.  Take the Drive.  Get to DC. 
 

For details & more information:   www.GiveMeLiberty.org 


